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Foreword

The subject of historical recipes for preparatory layers for oil paintings presented itself during my former employment as research associate with the HART Project, HART standing for Historically Accurate Reconstruction Techniques. Having developed an interest in historical recipes during my Masters in Art History, it was wonderful to work with Dr. Leslie Carlyle who headed this research project, work that I combined with a position as a paintings conservator.

The main activity of the HART Project, to prepare ‘historically accurate’ reconstructions of historical recipes of paint layers and materials, in order to develop our knowledge of historical paint techniques and help us understand degradation processes, was applied to several topics, one of which was the preparatory layers employed by Vincent van Gogh. In order to be able to execute such reconstructions, the HART project team performed extensive recipe research. The basis for the recipe collection that forms the main dataset for this dissertation was thus established during my time with the HART Project.

Preparatory layers formed one of the several focal points of the HART Project, and it was this area in particular that captured my imagination. I wished for a chance to dedicate more comprehensive and in-depth research to recipes for preparatory layers. When the opportunity presented itself to register as a PhD candidate with the University of Amsterdam through the enthusiasm of Prof. dr. Frans Grijzenhout, I was thrilled with the opportunity to be able to focus on this topic.

As many paintings conservators and other researchers interested in the technology of paintings before me, I have wondered why certain materials and techniques were chosen for the preparation of supports for painting. I wished for more insight into the function and significance of each of the layers that are part of the preparatory system. Studying the ground recipes gathered for the present research project, I found texts that provided answers to many of such questions. Reconstructions of the recipes that I found in historical sources added a new angle; they allowed me to experience the steps taken by an artist or colourman, albeit from the viewpoint of a twenty-first century researcher. By imitating historical support preparation methods, I learned more about the meaning of

---

1 The HART Project was one of the projects inside the De Mayerne Programme, a national multi-disciplinary research programme sponsored by NWO (Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research), which ran from 2001 to 2005. A summary of the results of the HART Project can be found in: Boon, Ferreira (eds.) 2006. Carlyle’s unpublished report provides detailed descriptions of all the research and reconstructions executed by the HART team. Carlyle, unpublished, 2005.

2 My Master thesis focused on historical recipes for final varnish layers in Dutch recipes dating between 1600 and 1900 (Stols-Witlox 1995). While studying at the Limburg Conservation Institute (SRAL) in Maastricht to become a paintings conservator, it was developed into an article (Witlox 2001).

3 Carlyle 2006.

4 Carlyle generously shared recipes from eighteenth and nineteenth century British manuals, gathered for her PhD (Carlyle 1991) and subsequent publication on nineteenth century British manuals on oil painting (Carlyle 2001). These recipes were entered into the HART Project research database that formed one of my primary tasks within the HART Project. The dataset was subsequently extended during my PhD research to include earlier sources, recipes from North West European countries and selected recipe sources originating in South Europe and the United States. An overview of the contents and scope of the recipe database is presented in 3.1.1.2. See also Witlox and Carlyle 2005 on the contents of the database.
specific details in the recipe instructions and this led to a deeper understanding of the role of individual materials and layers in preparing a support for painting.

One may ask why, while I am writing from a background as a paintings conservator, this research focuses mainly on the creation process of paintings, not on their conservation. I feel that research such as has been executed here, although not involving direct conservation and restoration, lies at the basis of conservation decisions. My enthusiasm and dedication to this research therefore is a direct result of my involvement in paintings conservation. Thorough knowledge of the materials and techniques employed by artists is needed for the interpretation and understanding of the state of preservation of paintings. Furthermore, knowledge of materials employed in a painting is of vital importance for its full chemical characterization. Without a complete chemical characterization we will never be able to fully grasp the influence of the conservation treatments that we employ.

This research would not have developed in the manner it did, without the help and advice of many colleagues. Most important in this respect are my dissertation supervisors, Dr. Leslie Carlyle and Prof.dr. Frans Grijzenhout, who both generously supported me with advice and devoted their time to reading and commenting on the texts that I produced. Working with Leslie for the HART Project started my fascination for this type of research, Frans’s suggestion to develop my research as a PhD dissertation, acted as a catalyst. Leslie and Frans, I am extremely grateful for all your help and support. It has been of vital importance and I immensely enjoyed our meetings and discussions on the contents of my dissertation.

I was able to assemble my recipe collection, thanks to the help of many librarians in Dutch universities, museum and city libraries, who showed me the way through their systems. The recipe collection of the RCE (Dutch Cultural Heritage Agency) was one of the first resources that was available for research, and I would like to thank Ad Stijnman and Hayo the Boer (then both RCE, Amsterdam) for their help. Dr. Leslie Carlyle generously shared recipes from her database of nineteenth century British manuals on oil painting techniques, which meant a very important boost for the recipe collection. Access to the Winsor & Newton archive was granted by Winsor & Newton and ColArt, for which I am very grateful. In particular, I would in particular like to thank Paul Robinson (ColArt). I would also like to thank all others who allowed access to or helped me locate historical recipe books: Cecil Krarup Andersen, Troels Filtenborg and Anne Haack Christensen (Statens Museum for Kunst, Copenhagen), Ann Massing (Hamilton Kerr Institute, Cambridge UK), Pamela Smith (Columbia University) and Tonny Beentjes (UvA), Melissa Katz, Marianne Ott (Hochschule für Bilden Kunste Bern), Margriet van Eikema Hommes (Delft Technical University) and Arie Wallert, who also provided information about paintings (Rijksmuseum Amsterdam). Mark Clarke and Bas van Velzen (UvA) helped develop the recipe database. Mark also provided information about historical recipes and helped me locate secondary literature. For information about and photographs of paintings, I would like to thank Hélène Dubois (then Musée des Beaux Arts, Brussels), Ella Hendriks (Van Gogh Museum Amsterdam), Lizet Klaassen and Susan Farnell (Koninklijk Museum voor Schone Kunsten, Antwerp), Petria Noble and Carol Pottasch (Mauritshuis, The Hague), Elke Oberthaler and the
Reproductions Department of the Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna and Johanneke Verhave (then Statens Museum, Copenhagen).
Nicola Christie, Nico van Hout (KMSKA Antwerp) and Isabel Horovitz and Maarten Prak made available relevant secondary literature.
A number of colleagues offered advice, for which I am very grateful. I would in particular like to acknowledge Jaap Boon (JAAP Enterprise for Art Scientific Studies, Amsterdam), Henk van Keulen and Klaas Jan van den Berg (Rijksdienst voor Cultureel Erfgoed).
For help with locating and for providing materials for reconstructions, I would like to thank: Noortje Bas ( Wageningen University), Detlef Gysau ( Omya International AG), Willy Gooijker ( Wilp), Fred Locke ( Imerys Minerals Ltd.), John Rowley ( Purbeck Mineral & Mining Museum), Bertrand Schuiling, Jef Seynaeve, Frank Trommelen ( Trobas Gelatine B.V.), Leendert Jan Vliegenthart and Rob Le Rütte ( Vliegenthart B.V.) and ArndJan Van Wijk ( Foundation ‘Op Goede Gronden).
I would like to express my gratitude for use of photographs of pictures and of historical recipe books and manuscripts, to the collections acknowledged in the figure headings of the individual images.

Chapters 11, 13, 14 and 15 are based on earlier papers. For the original papers my co-authors and I depended on help from a number of people. Besides people who have already been mentioned above, these are: Annetje Boersma ( Paintings Conservator, Rotterdam), Kristin deGhetaldi ( Winterthur/University of Delaware Program in Art Conservation), Sigrid Eyb-Green ( Academy of Fine Arts, Vienna), Ester Ferreira (then FOM/Amolf, Amsterdam), Emilie Froment ( UvA), Ineke Houter-Lautenbach ( Vereniging de Zaanse Molen, Koog aan de Zaan), Katrien Keune (then FOM/Amolf Amsterdam), Andreas Bilo (then UvA Amsterdam), Mark Leonard ( J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles), Joy Mazurek, Carol Namowicz ( Getty Conservation Institute, Los Angeles) and Jennifer Porter ( Courtauld Institute of Art, London)

For revisions of the text, I would like to thank Devi Ormond ( Getty Museum, Los Angeles) and Sabien Stols. Thanks also to Susan van ’t Klooster, with whom I had many useful and interesting discussions about research methodologies.

In am grateful for the support of my UvA colleagues, for their interest and lively discussions about my research. Emilie, my fellow lecturer in paintings conservation, relieved me from many of my duties. This allowed me to devote myself to this research. While my dissertation was growing, my family was also expanding and the children were growing up. Tim, Eva and Nina, your early lives have also been influenced by this project. You will probably remember later how at times you had to wait for my attention until I had finished a sentence, paragraph or sometimes even a chapter. Thank you for your patience, but also for distracting me from my work. You helped maintain the much needed balance between work and home. Alexander, thank you for your support throughout all the ups and downs of this project, a vital contribution to this dissertation.